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Descriptive Summary

Identifier: ICU.SPCL.CRMS83

Title
Iuschenko, Aleksandr Ivanovich. The Physical Basis of Mental Diseases and their Biologic-Chemical Examinations

Date
circa 1915

Date
Crerar Ms 83

Size
234 p. (28.5 cm.)

Repository
Special Collections Research Center
University of Chicago Library
1100 East 57th Street
Chicago, Illinois 60637 U.S.A.

Abstract
Typed, carbon copy translation of Iuschenko’s work on mental disease. Translated into English by Dr. Bayard Holmes, based upon the German translation of Iuschenko’s original Russia text. Includes typed bibliography and index of names, with holograph subject index.

Information on Use

Access
Open for research. No restrictions.

Citation
When quoting material from this collection, the preferred citation is: Iuschenko, Aleksandr Ivanovich, The Physical Basis of Mental Diseases and their Biologic-Chemical Examinations, Crerar Ms 83, Special Collections Research Center, University of Chicago Library

Scope Note
Typed, carbon copy translation of Iuschenko’s work on mental disease. Translated into English by Dr. Bayard Holmes, based upon the German translation of Iuschenko’s original Russia text. Includes typed bibliography and index of names, with holograph subject index. Inscribed with an editorial note by Bayard Holmes, Chicago, April 1915. Copied by Bayard Holmes. Bound in brown cloth.

Related Resources
The following related resources are located in the Department of Special Collections:

http://www.lib.uchicago.edu/e/spcl/select.html
Subject Headings

- Mental Illness
- Manuscripts, Medical
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Crerar Ms 83